
Introducing Manchester 15/03/2018

Do Now

Mind map what you know about 

Manchester

Aim

▪ To understand what makes Manchester a major UK city



Manchester United



Manchester City



Football

• Home to two of England biggest football clubs

• They have helped to put Manchester on the 

global map

• They bring in huge amounts of money from 

tourism



Canals

Manchester has an extensive canal network



BBC



The Trafford Centre

2nd largest shopping center in the UL



Docklands



Manchester Airport

The busiest airport in the UK outside of 

London



Universities

Manchester University is the biggest single 

site University in the UK



A major UK city

• All of these factors make it a major UK city

• 514,000 people live in Manchester and 2.5 

million within Greater Manchester – making it 

the UK’s largest wider urban area after 

London

• It is one of the UK’s 10 core cities

• It formed as a settlement in 79AD and was 

one of the biggest textile manufactures in the 

world during the industrial revolution 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=o_TKIM1vUEs



Education

• It has 3 Universities in the City center, 

University of Manchester, Manchester 

Metropolitan University and the Royal 

Northern College of music – Oxford Road 

houses over 75,000 students making it the 

biggest University hub in Europe 



Sport

• Home to Manchester United and Manchester 

City

• It hosted the 2002 Commonwealth Games 

and the Champions League final as recently as 

2003

• Approx. 1.7 million people visit Manchester 

every year



Task

What are some of the main attractions to 

Manchester?

Why is Manchester a significant city?

Ext - Do you think Manchester is an important 

international city?



An international City

• 36 km canal linking the City to the sea, 

allowing for trade

• 2nd largest urban population in the UK

• The Globalization and world cities network 

rank it as the second most significant city in 

the UK behind London

• Its train stations are the 4th busiest in the UK

• Over 19 million passengers per year use 

Manchester airport



Task

Using an atlas and find Manchester's location. 

Describe the location of Manchester in detail

Suggest what makes Manchester an internationally 

significant city 

Explain the significance of good transport networks



What have we learnt today?

What we will learn next…

▪ Social opportunities

Aim

▪ To understand what makes Manchester a major UK city


